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News
Step by Step – Our
Our Name is Our Concept
Concept
“Nomen est omen”, as the Latin saying goes, provided the initial business idea for Ursula
and Fredy Muller’s handcrafted jewelry enterprise Step by Step. No rush, just one thing
after the other, with every single step well considered. Ursula, a Swiss native, designed her
very first piece of jewelry in 1985 and the company was founded in 1993. During the early
years Ursula worked together with her husband Fredy, who, at that time, also maintained a
management position in the fashion industry.
Meanwhile, Step by Step has grown to a respectable size and provides a workplace for
several full-time employees. The company’s business partners, customers, as well as
vendors all agree on what makes Step by Step so successful: its creator’s unique
trademark, the continuous endeavor to produce great quality, and the sincere collaboration
within the work environment all contribute to the continuous growth of the company.
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From Lake Zurich to America
In the bright loft of a former carpentry and wood sculptor shop located on the banks of
Lake Zurich in Switzerland, the designer draws her inspiration. Here her jewelry creations
are born, handcrafted from numerous tiny parts before moving next door. The historic
“House zum Obstgarten”, an azure timber framed farmhouse built in 1779, houses the
showroom, offices and consignment of Ursula and Fredy Muller’s label Step by Step.
Gradually, the collection has become well known not only throughout Europe but also
across the Atlantic. It is sold in select design galleries, at jewelers and in museum shops.
The first faraway orders were received from museum shops in Denver, Colorado, and San
Francisco, California. In the fall of 2004 Step by Step was invited by I. Gorman to present
its collection for the first time in Washington D.C. The feedback was overwhelming. Today,
loyal customers range from Chicago to Toronto to Sydney. Since 2010 the collection is
presented by Stuart Moore in New York, San Francisco and New Port Beach
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The Designer and her Design

A Life for Fine
Fine Crafts
The creation of her own necklace in 1985 launched Ursula Muller’s career as a jewelry
designer. Born in Lucerne, she first studied interior decorating and subsequently attended
the School for Art and Design in Lucerne. Following a yearlong study in Paris, she started
her own business as a creative decorator. In the 90s, Ursula began to concentrate
exclusively on the design of jewelry and, ultimately, founded Step by Step Design GmbH in
1994 with her husband Fredy.
Ursula Muller About Her W ork
“My work is created by hand”
My designs are, in every sense of the word, handcrafted. The material takes on its form in
my hands. I move it, see it and observe to what extent it shapes and develops itself. The
result is usually surprising and always exciting. Every individual piece of jewelry is
subsequently created by hand in our studio.
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“Clear lines can flow“
My moulds originate from the geometrical repertoire. Varying interplay can create not only
strict, straight-lined but also gentle, soft flowing jewelry pieces. Special excitement ensues
when both worlds encounter each other and the jewelry takes on a life of its own through
motion.
Most of my colliers and necklaces are flexible; they can be worn in different ways,
depending on the clothes, the occasions or the mood. Sometimes one may prefer an eyecatching piece, sometimes a conversational piece, but usually less is more. In between lie
various possibilities, a quick move of the hand and a look in the mirror, voila!
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The collection
Jewelry Types
Necklaces and colliers make up the majority of the Step by Step collection.
Bracelets, brooches, fingerings and earrings, most matching the necklaces and colliers,
complete the collection.
Specialties
A characteristic line that carries the clear signature of Ursula Muller is visible in all previous
Step by Step collections. Due to the continuity of the design, the jewelry can either be worn
for many years or even combined with “newer” pieces. Ursula Muller proves time and again
that “only those who change remain true to themselves”.
The individual flexibility of most necklaces and colliers are a trademark of Step by Step and
allow the jewelry to take on new and diverse forms with little effort. Some pieces are
multitalented and can take on totally new shapes while others are simply classics, like the
“Snaking Chain”. As Schopenhauer once said, nothing is stable but change.
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Collier 300050
The Classic – Snaking Chain
Ursula Muller’s career as a jewelry designer began in 1985 with the idea of this necklace,
which she ultimately turned into her label Step by Step in 1994. The Snaking Chain is
intended to be worn casually and can be placed around the neck without the use of a latch.
The necklace can either be worn in one or multiple layers, draped puristically around the
neck, or snake sleekly along the body. Whichever way you choose, the secret lies in the
elasticity of its soul and the sophisticated alignment of its individual elements. Since its
creation, the principles of this necklace can variably be found in every Step by Step
collection.
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Collier 600264
The Necklace that Embraces
That’s how the designer Ursula Muller puts it. One of her current favorites is not just
notably discreet and gentle but also cleverly designed. The soft, open stainless steel rings
are held together by a single ball. The necklace is its own latch; to put it on, simply pull the
front apart, place around the neck and, voila, it returns to its original form while conforming
to your décolleté. The lively play of the softly swinging rings will bring out charm in any
straightforwardness.
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Collier 600220
Why must the front always be on display? Ursula Muller, jewelry designer with heart and
soul, turned this collier upside down. There are no tiny, hard-to-close latches with this
piece. Just pull apart the front end and that’s it! Let the light gray balls teeter gently on the
ever so fine stainless steel.
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Collier 600011
Swiss Mountains or a Toblerone?
Either way, this collier is uniquely Swiss: designed by a Swiss native and crafted in limited
edition at a Swiss atelier on Lake Zurich by skillful Swiss hands. A filigree web comprising
nearly 50 feet of the finest stainless steel, this necklace can be closed ingeniously by a
small push button. “It’s my sweetest necklace,” the designer Ursula Muller notes, because
it reminds her of a Toblerone, the triangularly shaped Swiss chocolate specialty. By the
way, you can always find chocolate at Step by Step – in showrooms, at trade shows and
sometimes even along with purchased merchandise.
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Necklace 300013
The Architect’s Model
It’s the most distinct of any arrangement, not to mention in black and with Rhodium. Here,
the creative type is addressed – perfect for those who enjoy avoiding colors and consider
even the slightest swerve too baroque. To match the necklace, Ursula designed a quadratic
bangle. Together they present a true homage to the straight-lined architects of this world,
of which there is a multitude in Switzerland.
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Packaged with Love, Presented with Care
They say that the wrapping always displays the love that comes with the gift. The new
jewelry wrapping of the Swiss business Step by Step draws on that love - the love of the
jewelry business. Developed and created by the designer Ursula Muller, it consists of
smooth, black felt envelopes that encase and protect the fine jewelry. In the Lake Zurich
showroom they also serve as ideal displays for the filigree, handcrafted jewelry. To give an
idea of how the jewelry looks when placed around the neck, Ursula created a felt cone that
can easily be assembled into a three dimensional display case. Just like much of her
jewelry, the packaging too is cleverly interchangeable.
Packaging = Display
Envelope, black felt, 2 sizes
Display cone, black felt, can be assembled
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Materials
- high-grade steel
- aluminium eloxed
- natural rubber
Quality
Since beginning their operations, Ursula and Fredy Muller have upheld the highest
standards on all aspects, including, of course, the quality of materials and manufacture.
Even appearances at trade shows and communication methods are intended to be perfect.
Step by Step also places heavy emphasis on the combination of style and quality when it
comes to packaging and shipping.
Overview
Overview
Our entire current collection can be viewed on our website at http://www.stepbystep.ch.
Customers can quickly and easily place their orders and expect deliveries to be shipped
within a few business days.
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The Company
Step by Step – Our Name is Our Concept.
1985
The Swiss creative decorator, Ursula Muller, designs her first necklaces for her own use
Early 1990s
Heavy emphasis on the design of jewelry
1994
Foundation of Step by Step with husband Fredy, who at this time held an active
management position in the fashion industry
1997
Fredy joins Step by Step permanently
First appearance at the international fashion fair CPD in Düsseldorf
1999
Induction of showroom and offices in the landmark “House zum Obstgarten” in Thalwil by
Lake Zurich
Creation of new ateliers next door, a former wood sculpting and carpentry shop
Subsequent expansion of production capacity in Thalwil
Establishment of distribution channels throughout Central Europe
Since 2003
2003
Sales and distribution in Spain
2004
First presentation of collection in America through I. Gorman, Washington, D.C.
2005
First presentation International Jewelry Fair London
2007
Development of product packaging and display
Adoption of new logo STEP BY STEP, Individual Design from Switzerland
Expansion of new representation in Netherlands and Austria
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Continuous trade show appearances:
Tendence in Frankfurt-Main, Germany since 1994
Ornaris in Zurich and Bern, Switzerland since 2004
inhorgenta europe in Munich, Germany since 2005
International Jewellery London since 2005
Najaarsbeurs Trademart in Utrecht since 2007
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The Quality
Quality of Slowness
Handcraft in the Best Sense
Truly everything is done step by step in this company. Only after the initial task is
completely addressed will the next step be initiated. This process may seem sedated and
less dynamic but it is the proven success formula for this small Swiss business, because it
represents the personalities of the people responsible for the product. Each step is coined
with great accountability, care and high standards of quality that reflect the attitude of the
designer Ursula Muller and her husband Fredy. Quality and carefulness may seem like
typical Swiss attributes but they are highly valued by people around the world.
Craftmanship is utilized in its best sense and Ursula Muller’s jewelry is created through a
manual design process. The material takes shape in her hands and every individual piece is
later carefully crafted to its completion.
Here everything is done with great care. Finding a talented colleague that could assist
Fredy with the packaging was even an arduous process and it can take Ursula just as long
to find the exact piece for a product she is working on. They both cherish a positive
togetherness and cohesion, which truly touches ever aspect of their business.
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Museum Shops and Sales
ales Centers
Stuart Moore, Newportbeach,USA
Stuart Moore, New York, USA
Stuart Moore, San Francisco, USA
Museum of comtemporary art, Chicago, USA
Pistachios, Chicago, USA
I. Gorman Jewelers, Washington DC., USA
Bergo Designers Inc., Toronto, Kanada
Primavera, Cambridge, Great Britain
Design Yard, Dublin, Irland
Michelle O Connell, Kilkenny, Irland
David Anderson, Oslo, Norway
Tizia Jewels and Art, Maastrich, Netherland
Mobach Winkel, Utrecht, Netherland
Galerie Het Oude Roodhuis, Burgh-Haamstede, Netherland
Hanghofer Design, Linz, Austria
Barotanyi, Wien, Austria
3 b Bijoux, Paris, France
E. Bergers B.V.B.A., Brüssel, Belgium
Kunsthaus Felix Klute, Schmallenberg, Germany
Kunsthaus Elbers, Kleve, Germany
Kunsthalle Mannheim, Germany
Materie sas, Rom, Italy
Schweizer Heimatwerk, Switzerland

__________________________
Step by Step Design GmbH
U r s ul a u n d F r e dy M ül l e r
Alte Landstrasse 115 • CH 8800 Thalwil
Tel: +41 44 721 17 72 • Fax: +41 44 721 17 73
info@stepbystep.ch • www.stepbystep.ch
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News
Step by Step – Our
Our Name is Our Concept
Concept
“Nomen est omen”, as the Latin saying goes, provided the initial business idea for Ursula
and Fredy Muller’s handcrafted jewelry enterprise Step by Step. No rush, just one thing
after the other, with every single step well considered. Ursula, a Swiss native, designed her
very first piece of jewelry in 1985 and the company was founded in 1993. During the early
years Ursula worked together with her husband Fredy, who, at that time, also maintained a
management position in the fashion industry.
Meanwhile, Step by Step has grown to a respectable size and provides a workplace for
several full-time employees. The company’s business partners, customers, as well as
vendors all agree on what makes Step by Step so successful: its creator’s unique
trademark, the continuous endeavor to produce great quality, and the sincere collaboration
within the work environment all contribute to the continuous growth of the company.
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From Lake Zurich to America
In the bright loft of a former carpentry and wood sculptor shop located on the banks of
Lake Zurich in Switzerland, the designer draws her inspiration. Here her jewelry creations
are born, handcrafted from numerous tiny parts before moving next door. The historic
“House zum Obstgarten”, an azure timber framed farmhouse built in 1779, houses the
showroom, offices and consignment of Ursula and Fredy Muller’s label Step by Step.
Gradually, the collection has become well known not only throughout Europe but also
across the Atlantic. It is sold in select design galleries, at jewelers and in museum shops.
The first faraway orders were received from museum shops in Denver, Colorado, and San
Francisco, California. In the fall of 2004 Step by Step was invited by I. Gorman to present
its collection for the first time in Washington D.C. The feedback was overwhelming. Today,
loyal customers range from Chicago to Toronto to Sydney. Since 2010 the collection is
presented by Stuart Moore in New York, San Francisco and New Port Beach
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The Designer and her Design

A Life for Fine
Fine Crafts
The creation of her own necklace in 1985 launched Ursula Muller’s career as a jewelry
designer. Born in Lucerne, she first studied interior decorating and subsequently attended
the School for Art and Design in Lucerne. Following a yearlong study in Paris, she started
her own business as a creative decorator. In the 90s, Ursula began to concentrate
exclusively on the design of jewelry and, ultimately, founded Step by Step Design GmbH in
1994 with her husband Fredy.
Ursula Muller About Her W ork
“My work is created by hand”
My designs are, in every sense of the word, handcrafted. The material takes on its form in
my hands. I move it, see it and observe to what extent it shapes and develops itself. The
result is usually surprising and always exciting. Every individual piece of jewelry is
subsequently created by hand in our studio.
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“Clear lines can flow“
My moulds originate from the geometrical repertoire. Varying interplay can create not only
strict, straight-lined but also gentle, soft flowing jewelry pieces. Special excitement ensues
when both worlds encounter each other and the jewelry takes on a life of its own through
motion.
Most of my colliers and necklaces are flexible; they can be worn in different ways,
depending on the clothes, the occasions or the mood. Sometimes one may prefer an eyecatching piece, sometimes a conversational piece, but usually less is more. In between lie
various possibilities, a quick move of the hand and a look in the mirror, voila!
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The collection
Jewelry Types
Necklaces and colliers make up the majority of the Step by Step collection.
Bracelets, brooches, fingerings and earrings, most matching the necklaces and colliers,
complete the collection.
Specialties
A characteristic line that carries the clear signature of Ursula Muller is visible in all previous
Step by Step collections. Due to the continuity of the design, the jewelry can either be worn
for many years or even combined with “newer” pieces. Ursula Muller proves time and again
that “only those who change remain true to themselves”.
The individual flexibility of most necklaces and colliers are a trademark of Step by Step and
allow the jewelry to take on new and diverse forms with little effort. Some pieces are
multitalented and can take on totally new shapes while others are simply classics, like the
“Snaking Chain”. As Schopenhauer once said, nothing is stable but change.
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Collier 300050
The Classic – Snaking Chain
Ursula Muller’s career as a jewelry designer began in 1985 with the idea of this necklace,
which she ultimately turned into her label Step by Step in 1994. The Snaking Chain is
intended to be worn casually and can be placed around the neck without the use of a latch.
The necklace can either be worn in one or multiple layers, draped puristically around the
neck, or snake sleekly along the body. Whichever way you choose, the secret lies in the
elasticity of its soul and the sophisticated alignment of its individual elements. Since its
creation, the principles of this necklace can variably be found in every Step by Step
collection.
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Collier 600264
The Necklace that Embraces
That’s how the designer Ursula Muller puts it. One of her current favorites is not just
notably discreet and gentle but also cleverly designed. The soft, open stainless steel rings
are held together by a single ball. The necklace is its own latch; to put it on, simply pull the
front apart, place around the neck and, voila, it returns to its original form while conforming
to your décolleté. The lively play of the softly swinging rings will bring out charm in any
straightforwardness.
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Collier 600220
Why must the front always be on display? Ursula Muller, jewelry designer with heart and
soul, turned this collier upside down. There are no tiny, hard-to-close latches with this
piece. Just pull apart the front end and that’s it! Let the light gray balls teeter gently on the
ever so fine stainless steel.
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Collier 600011
Swiss Mountains or a Toblerone?
Either way, this collier is uniquely Swiss: designed by a Swiss native and crafted in limited
edition at a Swiss atelier on Lake Zurich by skillful Swiss hands. A filigree web comprising
nearly 50 feet of the finest stainless steel, this necklace can be closed ingeniously by a
small push button. “It’s my sweetest necklace,” the designer Ursula Muller notes, because
it reminds her of a Toblerone, the triangularly shaped Swiss chocolate specialty. By the
way, you can always find chocolate at Step by Step – in showrooms, at trade shows and
sometimes even along with purchased merchandise.
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Necklace 300013
The Architect’s Model
It’s the most distinct of any arrangement, not to mention in black and with Rhodium. Here,
the creative type is addressed – perfect for those who enjoy avoiding colors and consider
even the slightest swerve too baroque. To match the necklace, Ursula designed a quadratic
bangle. Together they present a true homage to the straight-lined architects of this world,
of which there is a multitude in Switzerland.
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Packaged with Love, Presented with Care
They say that the wrapping always displays the love that comes with the gift. The new
jewelry wrapping of the Swiss business Step by Step draws on that love - the love of the
jewelry business. Developed and created by the designer Ursula Muller, it consists of
smooth, black felt envelopes that encase and protect the fine jewelry. In the Lake Zurich
showroom they also serve as ideal displays for the filigree, handcrafted jewelry. To give an
idea of how the jewelry looks when placed around the neck, Ursula created a felt cone that
can easily be assembled into a three dimensional display case. Just like much of her
jewelry, the packaging too is cleverly interchangeable.
Packaging = Display
Envelope, black felt, 2 sizes
Display cone, black felt, can be assembled
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Materials
- high-grade steel
- aluminium eloxed
- natural rubber
Quality
Since beginning their operations, Ursula and Fredy Muller have upheld the highest
standards on all aspects, including, of course, the quality of materials and manufacture.
Even appearances at trade shows and communication methods are intended to be perfect.
Step by Step also places heavy emphasis on the combination of style and quality when it
comes to packaging and shipping.
Overview
Overview
Our entire current collection can be viewed on our website at http://www.stepbystep.ch.
Customers can quickly and easily place their orders and expect deliveries to be shipped
within a few business days.
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The Company
Step by Step – Our Name is Our Concept.
1985
The Swiss creative decorator, Ursula Muller, designs her first necklaces for her own use
Early 1990s
Heavy emphasis on the design of jewelry
1994
Foundation of Step by Step with husband Fredy, who at this time held an active
management position in the fashion industry
1997
Fredy joins Step by Step permanently
First appearance at the international fashion fair CPD in Düsseldorf
1999
Induction of showroom and offices in the landmark “House zum Obstgarten” in Thalwil by
Lake Zurich
Creation of new ateliers next door, a former wood sculpting and carpentry shop
Subsequent expansion of production capacity in Thalwil
Establishment of distribution channels throughout Central Europe
Since 2003
2003
Sales and distribution in Spain
2004
First presentation of collection in America through I. Gorman, Washington, D.C.
2005
First presentation International Jewelry Fair London
2007
Development of product packaging and display
Adoption of new logo STEP BY STEP, Individual Design from Switzerland
Expansion of new representation in Netherlands and Austria
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Continuous trade show appearances:
Tendence in Frankfurt-Main, Germany since 1994
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Najaarsbeurs Trademart in Utrecht since 2007
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The Quality
Quality of Slowness
Handcraft in the Best Sense
Truly everything is done step by step in this company. Only after the initial task is
completely addressed will the next step be initiated. This process may seem sedated and
less dynamic but it is the proven success formula for this small Swiss business, because it
represents the personalities of the people responsible for the product. Each step is coined
with great accountability, care and high standards of quality that reflect the attitude of the
designer Ursula Muller and her husband Fredy. Quality and carefulness may seem like
typical Swiss attributes but they are highly valued by people around the world.
Craftmanship is utilized in its best sense and Ursula Muller’s jewelry is created through a
manual design process. The material takes shape in her hands and every individual piece is
later carefully crafted to its completion.
Here everything is done with great care. Finding a talented colleague that could assist
Fredy with the packaging was even an arduous process and it can take Ursula just as long
to find the exact piece for a product she is working on. They both cherish a positive
togetherness and cohesion, which truly touches ever aspect of their business.
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Museum Shops and Sales
ales Centers
Stuart Moore, Newportbeach,USA
Stuart Moore, New York, USA
Stuart Moore, San Francisco, USA
Museum of comtemporary art, Chicago, USA
Pistachios, Chicago, USA
I. Gorman Jewelers, Washington DC., USA
Bergo Designers Inc., Toronto, Kanada
Primavera, Cambridge, Great Britain
Design Yard, Dublin, Irland
Michelle O Connell, Kilkenny, Irland
David Anderson, Oslo, Norway
Tizia Jewels and Art, Maastrich, Netherland
Mobach Winkel, Utrecht, Netherland
Galerie Het Oude Roodhuis, Burgh-Haamstede, Netherland
Hanghofer Design, Linz, Austria
Barotanyi, Wien, Austria
3 b Bijoux, Paris, France
E. Bergers B.V.B.A., Brüssel, Belgium
Kunsthaus Felix Klute, Schmallenberg, Germany
Kunsthaus Elbers, Kleve, Germany
Kunsthalle Mannheim, Germany
Materie sas, Rom, Italy
Schweizer Heimatwerk, Switzerland

__________________________
Step by Step Design GmbH
U r s ul a u n d F r e dy M ül l e r
Alte Landstrasse 115 • CH 8800 Thalwil
Tel: +41 44 721 17 72 • Fax: +41 44 721 17 73
info@stepbystep.ch • www.stepbystep.ch
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